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Abstract

Background
The replacement of an anterior tooth with an implant has become frequent in the daily routine of an implantologist. This procedure is an enormous challenge because of its esthetic potential and possibility of implant failure. In this article, we report a case of immediate dentoalveolar restoration, based on the 1-stage protocol proposed by José Carlos Martins da Rosa.

A 57-year-old female patient presented with pain and a fractured root with mobility of the crown. After analysis of the cone beam computed tomography scan, fracture of the maxillary left central incisor was confirmed and periapical inflammatory lesions affecting both central incisors could be seen. A cross-sectional image revealed substantial loss of the buccal bone wall and confirmed the 7 mm probing depth.

The treatment entailed atraumatic extraction of both central incisors, curettage and preparation of the sockets. Two provisional crowns were fabricated previously using composite, simulating the implants’ position on the cast. The implants and abutments were placed. The crowns were adjusted. A cortical triangular bone graft was removed from the maxillary tuberosity and inserted into the socket of the left central incisor. After that, the provisional restorations were reinserted to seal the gingival margin. After 1 week, the patient showed no postoperative pain or swelling. No mobility of the crowns or implants was observed. Periodic follow-ups were necessary to assess bone formation in the grafted area and to check whether the gingival profile had been maintained.

Conclusion
The technique proved to be clinically effective for esthetic edentulous areas and showed significant predictability of results. Throughout the follow-up, the stability of the hard and soft tissue had been observed.
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Introduction
Periapical infections caused by periodontal disease, fractures, endodontic lesions or root resorption may directly promote severe alveolar bone resorption and soft-tissue loss surrounding the tooth. When such infections are present, more surgical procedures may be needed to regenerate and prepare the tissue to receive the implant. The lack of a buccal bone wall to support the attached gingiva can cause recession and papillary loss, influencing the esthetic characteristics. Furthermore, further reconstructive stages such as bone and soft-tissue grafts may be needed.

Owing to the evolution of implantology, techniques are being improved and the period of healing between surgery and prosthetic restoration is being reduced. Several authors have described success rates of higher
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than 90% for implants placed immediately after tooth extraction and immediately loaded using provisional crowns. The technique is indicated for low-stress areas and when initial stability has been achieved. Some papers have shown that certain forces are important for triggering a series of biological reactions that accelerate the bone repair process, thus supporting 1-stage implant treatment.²

Immediate implant placement followed by immediate loading can provide numerous advantages, such as reduced treatment time and procedures, a potentially lower cost and a smaller number of provisional crown adjustments. Furthermore, the esthetic benefits are the maintenance of the gingival architecture and a reduced loss of bone volume. If correctly planned and executed, the procedure promotes really impressive results, though there are requisites that must be followed for clinical safety. Among them are initial implant stability, adequate bone volume to accommodate the implant, no gingival recession, and proximity to vital structures.³

The immediate dentoalveolar restoration (IDR) technique was created to enhance the clinical efficacy and esthetics in these kinds of clinical cases. Furthermore, it reduces the treatment time and promote superior results. To achieve the expected esthetic results, careful surgical and prosthetic protocols are of great importance.⁴

Case report

A 57-year-old woman was referred to the department of implantology for treatment of her maxillary
central incisors. The patient complained of pain and a fractured root with mobility of the crown. She had no relevant medical history and denied deleterious habits such as smoking or alcohol consumption. Her oral hygiene was satisfactory. During the clinical examination, the left central incisor presented class I mobility and a probing depth of 7 mm in the buccal region, indicating a vertical bone defect (Fig. 1). A cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan was captured, from which fracture of the left central incisor was confirmed and periapical inflammatory lesions affecting both central incisors could be seen (Figs. 2a–c).

A cross section on the CBCT scan showed substantial loss of the buccal bone wall, which accounted for the deep probing depth at that aspect of the tooth. The maxillary right central incisor presented a recurrent periapical inflammatory lesion. Both maxillary central incisors had large metal core buildups. The mentioned features confirmed the need to extract the incisors. Subsequently, planning was performed based on the IDR technique, and the procedures to be performed were explained to the patient. The informed consent form was signed and a blood analysis was done to evaluate the patient’s general health. The results permitted us to proceed with the surgical procedure.

**Pharmacological protocol**

Antibiotic therapy (amoxicillin, 1 g) was administered 1 h before the surgical procedure, and antibiotic doses (500 mg) 3 times a day for 7 days after the procedure were prescribed. Dexamethasone (4 mg, 2 tablets) was administered 1 h before the surgical procedure and continued twice a day for 3 days. Ibuprofen (600 mg, 1 tablet) 3 times a day for 5 days after the procedure was prescribed.
Technique

Local infiltration of anesthetic near the roots of the maxillary central incisors and a block of the nasopalatine nerve were done. Afterward, an intrasulcular incision was made following the contour of the incisors. Furthermore, periotomes and a manual root extractor were used to realize the minimally invasive procedure and avoid the necessity of flap creation. During the extraction, the inflammatory lesions came out attached to the roots (Fig. 3a). After the tooth removal, socket curettage was performed to remove any granulomatous tissue and the remains of the periodontal ligament. The fresh socket was evaluated using a millimeter probe to confirm the buccal bone defect observed on the CBCT scan (Fig. 3b).

The preparation of the sockets for the implants was performed approaching the palatal bone. Two Systhex implants were placed (Attract and Attract ts; Figs. 4a–d). Both implants were 3.5 mm in diameter and 12.0 mm in height, had a Morse taper connection and had undergone the same surface treatment. The initial torque achieved was approximately 45 N cm. The provisional crowns were fabricated using composite before the procedure and adjusted to the ideal emergence profile and vestibular-palatal angle. It is important to note the necessity of 3 mm in height, from the bone crest to the contact point, to stimulate coronal growth of the papilla. This distance extends from the bone crest to the contact point.

Anesthesia of the maxillary tuberosity was then administered and the triangular bone graft removed. The cortical bone fragment was positioned between the vestibular plate and the implant placed in the left central incisor region (Fig. 5). The right central implant did not need any grafting. The occlusion was adjusted for both incisors, and any occlusal contact was avoided. Thereafter, the provisional crowns were polished and reinserted. Finally, the tissue was sutured with simple stitches.

After the procedure, the patient was instructed to avoid any loading on the area for 3 months, as also spitting over 3 days. Application of a 0.12% chlorhexidine gluconate topical gel (Perioxidin, Gross) once a day before bedtime was recommended. Follow-ups were done once a week for 1 month and continued every 15 days for 1 month. After 1 week, the patient showed amazing results, with no complaint of postoperative pain or swelling. No mobility of the crowns or implants was observed. Periodic clinical monitoring is necessary to assess whether there has been bone formation in the grafted area and whether the gingival profile has been maintained over the years.
After 6 months, the period of bone remodeling and soft-tissue healing was done, and the periimplant tissue analyzed. Furthermore, a periapical radiograph was performed to evaluate the final aspect of the healing and bone–implant contact (Figs. 6a & b). The results showed complete adaptation of the periimplant tissue without any sign of inflammation.

**Discussion**

The IDR technique in compromised sockets of anterior teeth has been proved to be a complex clinical challenge. Immediate loading of implants placed immediately after extraction has been very well documented in the literature in cases where the supporting tissue is undamaged. Furthermore, for the initial stability, the
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biological changes that occur when immediate loading is performed are of great importance in the repair process. The maintenance of the tissue is more predictable than the re-covering of the buccal bone wall and the emergence profile.

According to Zhang, their analysis of patients who had received immediate, early or conventional loading showed that the patients who had undergone immediate loading had reduced marginal bone level changes in comparison with those who had not received immediate loading. Although, some factors, such as the loading protocol for non immediate loading, implant number and location, type of prosthesis, loading concept and follow-up time, could modify these results. Marginal bone level is a surrogate measurement for the esthetic outcome.

The cosmetology assessment has been used in some papers to analyze the clinical outcomes of treatment with dental implants. This index is of great importance and should be evaluated in further studies. When comparing immediate and non immediate loading, some authors found that the ideal gingival margin was achieved in more cases of immediate loading than in cases of conventional loading.

The loss of tooth support greatly increases the risk of poor esthetics reducing the predictability of results. Implants inserted in association with bone grafts or membranes are indicated for procedures on the esthetic zone, but function is restored only after the healing period. Many types of grafts have been used to restore bone and gingival defects. The maxillary tuberosity is one of the important donor areas mentioned in many papers for correcting socket defects in esthetic areas. This kind of graft has shown some advantages, such as bone malleability facilitating adaptation to the defect, greater speed of graft repair, the ease of harvesting and excellent postoperative recovery; however, the disadvantages are low bone quality, limited quantity of material and difficult surgical access.

In the present study, there was total adaptation of the soft tissue in relation to the metal-free zirconia prostheses. According to papers comparing the cell infiltration and expression of pro-inflammatory cyto-
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kines (lymphocytes, plasma cells) between titanium and zirconia implant abutments, higher rates were found around the titanium abutments, and our clinical results showed the same.

In the present study, we can observe that the physical properties of zirconia, like those of other ceramics, can deteriorate over time; however, a long period is necessary for this deterioration to appear, so it is very safe to predict long-lasting results for customized zirconia crowns supported on implants.18

Conclusion

The proposed technique, as described in the literature, has proved clinically effective for esthetic edentulous areas and shown significant predictability of results. The immediate reconstruction of the buccal plate with an autologous graft was an efficient procedure for recovering lost anatomical structure. Throughout the follow-up, the stability of hard and soft tissue was observed. Despite the positive outcomes, there is a need for further research to improve the technique and compare the results between different types of grafts for use in this type of case.
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Legends

Fig. 1 – Initial clinical condition.

Figs. 2a–c – Confirmation of fracture and inflammatory lesions on the CBCT scan.

Fig. 3a – Inflammatory lesion attached to the fractured tooth.

Fig. 3b – Confirmation of the probing depth and buccal bone loss.

Figs. 4a–d – Socket preparation and placement of the dental implants.

Fig. 5 – Maxillary tuberosity graft positioned between the vestibular plate and the implant.

Figs. 6a & b – Final aspect after 6 months of healing.

Figs. 7a & b – Copying the emergence profiles.

Figs. 8a–c – Final impression and working cast.

Figs. 9a–c – Final prosthesis.
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